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Hello Everyone,

Exciting times at FC Sarasota. The
unveiling of our new website, additions to
our coaching staff and promotion into the
Florida Premier League all make for an
incredibly bright future. We'll soon be out
and playing as normal, I can't wait!

We have discussed Passing the Ball with
attention given to the shorter more accurate
pass. At the higher levels of play more
shorter passes are played than long and
more passes are on the ground than in the
air. However, for the player who wants to be
a good passer of the ball they must have a
range of passing techniques to include the
ability to pass the ball in the air. This
requires a concentration to the following
Key Factors:

1: Your approach to the ball (more at an
angle, this provides balance and purpose).
2: Placement of non-kicking foot (slightly to
the side of the ball and behind it allowing
free movement of the kicking leg)
3: Contact of the foot (the ankle should be
extended and firm using the instep(laces),
the inside and outside)
4: Contact of the ball (contact through the
bottom half of the ball so it rises exploiting
the space over the top of opponents)
5: Head Steady (eyes on the ball)

By using the instep the player has the ability
to pass the ball over a longer distance (40 +
yards) and by making contact through the
bottom half of the ball can pass over the top
of opponents lines of defense. By using the
inside & outside of the foot the player has
the ability to swerve or bend the ball around
the opponents making it difficult to
intercept. As mentioned before, practice
these various techniques with an
understanding of your level of play. Younger
players will be challenged passing the ball
over greater distances as well as the pace
(power) of the ball due to their

Goalkeeper Plyometrics –
Building Explosive

Strength
 
Squat Jump
Knees bent, jump straight
up. Concentrate on powerful leaps and
smooth landings, transitioning quickly
into next jump. Arms are usually in front,
hands close together just below the
chin. Weights can be held in the hands
to build progression. 3-to-4 sets with 10-
to-12 repetitions in each set.
Tuck Jump
Same positioning as the squat jump, but
in jumping, also tuck the knees upward
in the jump, thrusting the arms
downward for maximum core impact. 3-
to-4 sets with 10-to-12 repetitions in
each set.
Lateral Bench Hops
Leaning forward, firmly grip a workout
bench with both hands. Keeping your
feet together, hop from one side of the
bench to the other in continuous back-
and-forth bursts, landing on the toes and
pushing off and back over quickly. Keep
your chin up to keep your spine
extended. 3-to-4 sets with 10-to-12
repetitions in each set.
Multi-Plane Hurdle Jumps
Set up four 6-inch plyometric hurdles (or
any obstacles of that height, forming a
square. From a standing start, jump into
the square then rapidly jump to the side
and back into the square. Jump in and
out repeatedly, moving clockwise, 3 sets
of 30 seconds.
Jumping Lunges
From a standing position, jump and
come down one leg forward, the other
knee coming down towards the
ground. Immediately relaunch,
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physique. However this should not deter
them from practicing these
techniques. Practice is good but proper
practice is permanent!

A fun game called "Soccer Darts" will test
your technique of passing the ball over
longer distances. Use the center circle as
your dart board(target). Your starting point
is inside the the "D" at the top of the 18 yard
box (approx 35 yards away). The object is
to pass the ball in the air for it to bounce
into the center circle. Take three attempts
with every ball hitting the target worth 10
points. Have fun.

Keep watching the video posts from Coach
Tom on the techniques of passing the
ball. Be good, be safe and take care

All the best,
Coach Hall
Boys Program Director

alternating legs. Emphasis is on
explosiveness out of the landing crouch
back into the next jump. This exercise
enhances stability and explosiveness. 3-
to-4 sets with 5-to-8 repetitions in each
set. (Some practitioners prefer to work
on one leg at a time in a set, rather than
alternating. Simply jumping and landing
with same leg forward each time, then
switching in next set)
Single Leg Lateral (or “Skater”)
Jumps
This is another lateral jumping technique
performed by jumping from one side to
the other, pushing off one foot and
jumping to the side, landing on the other,
then jumping back again. The planting of
the landing foot and then powering back
up again is another stability-enhancing
move. 3-to-4 sets with 10-12 jumps each
time. The more power you put into the
jumps, the more improvement you will
get.
Continuous Broad Jumps
From a balanced, standing start, simply
jump forward as far as possible, at least
three quick reps. Variations include
hopping and landing with one foot,
anything that focuses on explosive
jumps and powerful landings pushing
into next jump. The goal is to jump
farther with each jump. 4-to-6 repetitions
in 4 or 5 sets is optimal.

Monica Lovett
Girls Program and Goalkeeper Academy
Director

Looking forward to getting
back on the fields. Register
for the 2020-2021 season Change of Direction 10min



TRYOUTS now! HIIT Workout

This workout is designed for players to work
on their Change of Direction COD moves as
well as their fitness!

Moves include:
- U-Turn
- Cryuff/hook turn
- Stop turn

Workout is broken into 6x sets of 90s
blocks. Each block has a 30s interval with a
move attached. Ex. 30s U-Turn + 30s Pull
Push + 30s U-Turn
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